ABSTRACT.Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are the subject of the era due to its importance and wide applications. The last decade of research focused on how to improve its performance in terms of enlarging lifetime and better handling network dynamics. Many WSN applications such as monitoring and reporting are time critical so, the performance of WSN can not include lifetime only, but also other performance measures such as delay must be taken into consideration as well. This paper focuses on the WSN network layer which includes routing techniques as a main key in high performance applications. A routing technique based on virtual rings and genetic algorithm is proposed to shorten the round delay time. This technique uses virtual ring features in addition to clustering methods to divide the sensors in the network into groups contain nearby sensors. The main advantage of this proposed technique is that it maximizes the interval of the first node failure besides obtaining a reasonable delay in forwarding data to sink through the usage of the virtual rings.
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Abstract:
In the film industry, many tricks have been employed using the integration of a 3D object with a real actor. Usually, attaching a 3D object with a real actor is a costly process because of the usage of an expensive motion capture system. This paper presents a system using a medium-cost motion capture system and a chroma-keying technique for generating a video footage of an actor with an integrated 3D object (e.g. amputated arm). The result of the proposed system shows the attaching process of different 3D objects with a real actor who is combined with a new background scene in the same viewpoint.
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Abstract:
Plant aliveness is proven through laboratory experiments and special scientific instruments. We aim to detect the degree of animation of plants based on the magnification of the small color changes in the plant's green leaves using the Eulerian video magnification. Capturing the video under a controlled environment, e.g., using a tripod and direct current light sources, reduces camera movements and minimizes light fluctuations; we aim to reduce the external factors as much as possible. The acquired video is then stabilized and a proposed algorithm is used to reduce the illumination variations. Finally, the Euler magnification is utilized to magnify the color changes on the light invariant video. The proposed system does not require any special purpose instruments as it uses a digital camera with a regular frame rate. The results of magnified color changes on both natural and plastic leaves show that the live green leaves have color changes in contrast to the plastic leaves. Hence, we can argue that the color changes of the leaves are due to biological operations, such as photosynthesis. To date, this is possibly the first work that focuses on interpreting visually, some biological operations of plants without any special purpose instruments.
